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Over the last several years a movement to label trees as ‘The Problem’ for reliable utility 
service has gained ground. Trees have been blamed for toppling power lines; endangering 
people and property. Trees have also been subjected to neglect, mismanagement and 
mistreatment reducing tree health, strength, and resilience. Policies and procedures to support 
tree health and provide reliable utility service are the key to achieving both goals. 
 
As I am sure you, members of the commission, already know Approved American National 
Standard A300 (ANSI A300) has been vetted by a team of 32 professionals representing a range 
of stakeholders; governmental agencies, educational non-profits, and tree care companies. 
Under the umbrella of the trade association Tree Care Industry Association (TCIA)1 these 
specific standards of care are reviewed regularly. 
 
Further elaboration of those standards is readily available. The educational nonprofit, 
International Society of Arboriculture (ISA), the very skill-certification organization qualifying 
arborists as ISA Utility Specialist©2 provides details in their Best Management Practices; Utility 
Pruning of Trees, a special companion publication to the ANSI A300 Part 1 “Tree, Shrub, and Other 
Woody Plant Maintenance – Standard Practices Pruning” as well as in other publications and 
training opportunities. The Public Service Commission’s RM43 echoes these standards and 
practices as do the internal policies of utilities operating in Maryland. These standards are 
evaluated for efficacy in a number of settings (urban, forested, street-side, park land) by 
professionals engaged in upkeep and maintenance of public spaces and infrastructure. A 
recent evaluation of utility standards, conducted by the Maryland Department of Natural 
Resources3 concluded “Directional pruning of mature trees under utility lines in a manner that 
correlates to ANSI standards has been found cost effective and increases electric reliability.” 
By this and other accounts the standard effectively allows for cost-effective, dependable utility 
service.  
 
Today I am here to discuss the interpretation and application of these standards by utility 
representatives. There appears to be a severely limited understanding of mega-flora biology, 
structure, ecological value, and probability of disruption to services.  
 
                                                           
1 More information can be found online at http://tcia.org/about-us. 
2 More information can be found online at: http://www.isa-arbor.com/certification/index.aspx 
3 Galvin, M.F. "Trees and Their Impact on Electric Reliability during and following Tropical Storm Isabel." 
Maryland Department of Natural Resources. 2005. Accessed June 2, 2015. 
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Trees are not one-size fits all conditions 

Trees are not even two-sizes (small and 
large) for two conditions (under utility lines 
or not). Maryland is home to native, 
translocated, non-native, and invasive tree 
species. Some are highly desirable and 
stable even if quite large. Some large trees 
are highly desirable and stable if in clusters. 
Others are small and weak. Recognition of 
individual qualities for individual species 
does not appear to be taken into 
consideration by our utilities. Tree species 
such as Platanus occidentalis, well-regarded 
for stability even under strong wind gusts, 
are treated the same as a damaged and 
isolated Liriodendron tulipifera. They are all 
removed. Yet, trees overtop of local power 
lines (as opposed to high-voltage electric transmission lines) are not contraindicated by 
policies or standards.4 

Maryland recognizes the value of our green infrastructure 
Citizen desire to protect our Chesapeake Bay has led to 
policies and procedures emphasizing the protective role of 
canopy trees especially along waterways. Utilities in 
Maryland have elected to remove all trees in one swoop 
even, possibly especially, along streams. Tree removal 
directly contributes to erosion, increased runoff, increased 
nutrification, and rising bay temperatures to the detriment 
of our fish and in violation of our commitment to 
environmental protection. Furthermore best practices 
provide accommodation of local considerations in favor of 
tree preservation5. More beneficial contributions to the 

environment and to Maryland’s economy can be found in the attachments. 
 

 

                                                           
4 Kempter, Geoffrey P., International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) Best Management Practices Utility Pruning of 
Trees 2004. Page 11 
5 Ibid. Page 17 

Removal of healthy Sycamore with simultaneous 
removal of 50% of adjacent trees 

Stormwater Runoff - Minnehaha 
Branch Fall 2014 
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Table 1. Per year contribution of major Bay pollutants (Nitrogen, Phosphorous, and Sediment) to 

Bay waters reported at three times over 28 years* 

Urban Runoff 1985 2009 2013 

Nitrogen (millions of pounds/ year) 34.24 39.70 40.76 

Phosphorous (millions of pounds/ year) 2.88 3.01 2.81 

Suspended sediment  (millions of pounds/ year) 2,127 2,019 2,034 

*generated from data collected and made public by the Chesapeake Bay Program,staffed by employees from federal and 

state agencies, non-profit organizations, and academic intitutions 

Trees can tolerate a range of pruning cuts 
Depending on specifics, such as a tree’s species, age, prior pruning cuts, soil conditions, 
rainfall, trees can be pruned in a variety of ways to increase 
likelihood of healthy survival. A tree can be heavily pruned 
one year and moderately the next year with little risk. Yet, I 
have observed only two approaches taken by utilities across 
Maryland; total removal or contraindicated cuts. Even the 
ANSI standards do not require tree removal even if 25% of 
the tree canopy is removed6. 
 
Even though there are well-regarded standards, it does not 
appear these standards are met in Maryland. Frequently 
healthy trees are cut or removed7, inappropriately. Rather 
than the best management practices of crown raising, crown 
reducing, or crown thinning Maryland’s trees are hacked at 
or, worse, removed. 

                                                           
6 American National Standards Institute (ANSI) A300 (Part 1) Tree, Shrub, and Other Woody Plant Standard 
Management Practices (Pruning) 2008. Page 6 section 6.1.4 and 6.2  
7 Gallagher, Ann Report: Sycamore tree, Platanus occidentalis, on Pepco Property 2014. 

Post-pruning branches lean toward 
residential properties 
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Removal ensures total loss of environmental mitigation by those trees. Poor pruning 
techniques are contraindicated for tree stability, health, or longevity; they increasing risk.8 
Common along utility lines, poorly pruned trees have weakened resistance and are 
structurally destabilized by “vegetation management”.  Structural destabilization, such as 
removing all branches from one side, places unusual, unnecessary strain on trees increasing 
the likelihood of failure - placing homes, humans, and roadways in more danger than sound 
trees properly maintained.  

 

 

 

 

Trees develop in concurrence with their environment 
Large, old, canopy trees are best able to resist storm damage 

when they live in the conditions under which they grew. For example trees in a stand are able 
to resist wind damage most effectively within a stand. When trees are removed newly isolated 
trees are less able to remain upright during storm events. I have observed stands of 100+ year 
old trees being reduced, by utilities, to one isolated remaining tree, placing it at greater risk for 
toppling due to wind damage.9 
 

  

                                                           
8 "Why Topping Hurts Trees." Trees Are Good: International Society of Arboriculture. January 1, 2011. Accessed 
March 2, 2015. http://www.treesaregood.com/treecare/resources/WhyToppingHurts.pdf. 
9 Chaney, William R. "How Wind Affects Trees." Indiana Woodland Stewards. March 1, 2001. Accessed June 2, 
2015. 

V-Out Cut – creates destabilized structure  

Topping – universally disapproved 

facilitates tree rot  

Utility Pruned Tree – destabilizing weight 
increasing chances tree will fall in direction 
of homes 
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Conclusion 
 
Taken in combination my observations, as a trained and certified arborist, lead me to conclude 
utilities operating in Maryland are able to inconsistently, whimsically apply standards in 
violation of best management practices. This approach leads directly to a host of problems for 
Maryland citizens.  I find myself in agreement with other arborists concluding utilities apply 
an overzealous approach to removal of trees. As ISA Utility Specialist® Cindy Devlin Musick 
wrote “…it is our opinion that many of the trees could remain” and “the majority of the trees 
are healthy, vigorous and verdant”.10   
 
When I have asked questions regarding procedures I have been told by Pepco officials that the 
PSC’s RM43 requires tree removal, ANSI A300 mandates removal if tree canopy is pruned in 
excess of 25%, and an arborist would be able to tell these are all diseased trees. As I am an 
arborist I know the standards. I know the procedures, policies, and RM43 do not require the 
heavy-handed removals I have witnessed. 
They certainly do not call for state police 
armed against homeowners. They do not call 
for whole-sale removal of healthy trees over 
large swaths of land. They do not call for 
making remaining trees more likely to fail. 
 
I have also been told by Pepco officials that 
service has improved since blue sky policies 
to remove all vegetation near utility lines 
have been implemented. Given this utility’s 
internal documents identified equipment 
failure as the most common cause of 
outages11 and since equipment has been 
upgraded as trees have been removed I am 
skeptical services have improved due to tree 
removal. It is much more reasonable to attribute success to a reduction of equipment failure 
and a lack of severe weather events12 over the last several years. 
 

                                                           
10 Musick, Cindy Devlin, Arboriculture Assessment of Landscape Trees for Cobble Creek Circle and Fallsreach 
Potomac, Maryland 2014 
11 Washington Post Washington Post analysis: Why Pepco can't keep the lights on By Joe Stephens and Mary Pat 
Flaherty December 5, 2010;12:38 AM 
12 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). "Storm Events Database." National Climatic Data 

Center. Web. 29 Aug. 2015. <https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/stormevents/>.  

Armed state police officer 
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Each of the problems in tree management I have personally observed are addressed by the 
ANSI A300 standard. So why are utilities able to remove our state’s valued resource, a 
resource we can not regain in our lifetime, in violation of tested, reasonable policies? 
 
 
 
  Removal, by Pepco, of 3 trees uphill of Maryland State 

Highway 190 lead to erosion undermining the road surface 
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LEGISLATION FOR THE PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION OF MARYLAND’S CANOPY 

TREES 
ANN M. GALLAGHER, ISA CERTIFIED ARBORIST™ MA-5484A 

MARCH 5, 2015 

Large, canopy trees offer a variety of services. As green infrastructure, trees are unmatched for their 

contribution to water quality. Instead trees have been charged with interfering with the ability of 

utilities to provide service for their customers. Unjustifiably blamed for causing inconvenience and 

disruption trees are rarely appreciated for the full extent of the services they provide.  
 

Trees: 

Reduce: Increase: 

Atmospheric carbon  Atmospheric oxygen  

UV rays – about 50% intercepted at the tree 

canopy 

“Islands” of coolness in the heat of the 

summer  

Flash flood runoff Property values ~ by about 15%  

Soil erosion Neighborhood marketability 

Air borne pollutants and particulate matter Clean groundwater  

Traffic noise Habitat and food for animals 

Air conditioning bills ~ up to 50%  Shade on streets and parking lots 

Traffic speeds  

Wind speed – reduces winter heating bills  

Greenhouse gases  

Stormwater pollutants  

Proximate and Downstream Benefits of Trees 

Less well known are trees’ extensive 

impact on water in their 

environment. In the absence of 

trees: rain falls, hits the ground, 

compacts the soil, is either 

absorbed by the soil (at low rates) 

or enters the nearest stream as 

runoff. The faster the rain falls the 

less time available for the rain 

water to be absorbed into the soil 

resulting in a large proportion of 

rainfall to become runoff. With 

greater runoff volume comes 

increased soil erosion, increased 

pollutants collected from lawn chemicals and street toxins. Furthermore 

the faster the runoff reaches local streams the greater the damage to streams; banks, substrate, and 

Figure 1. Sediment Loads to the 

Chesapeake Bay by Sediment Source 
Quercus rubra  
Fall 2014 
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water quality.13,14 Within Maryland, stormwater runoff has subjected the Chesapeake Bay to an 

overabundance of nitrogen, phosphorous, and suspended sediment every year (see Fig. 1 and Table 1) 

15. Fundamentally damaging, eroding and polluted runoff impacts all forms of life dependent on water 

from insects to fishes to birds to humans.  

 

Table 1. Per year contribution of major Bay pollutants (Nitrogen, Phosphorous, and Sediment) to 

Bay waters reported at three times over 28 years* 

Urban Runoff 1985 2009 2013 

Nitrogen (millions of pounds/ year) 34.24 39.70 40.76 

Phosphorous (millions of pounds/ year) 2.88 3.01 2.81 

Suspended sediment  (millions of pounds/ year) 2,127 2,019 2,034 

*generated from data collected and made public by the Chesapeake Bay Program,staffed by employees from federal and 

state agencies, non-profit organizations, and academic intitutions 

In contrast, rain falling on a forested area is intercepted by canopy trees, drops on understory plants, 

gently hits the layer of leaf litter, is absorbed in the soils or to a lesser degree becomes runoff.  In the 

forested setting stormwater runoff is a much smaller proportion of the entire volume of rainfall than in 

the no-tree setting. Eventually the rainwater reaches the stream via ground channels carrying no 

street toxins or lawn chemicals. 16,17  The Environmental 

Protection Agency states “Nutrient pollution is one of America's 

most widespread, costly and challenging environmental problems, 

and is caused by excess nitrogen and phosphorus in the air and 

water.”18 

 

As the tallest objects in the environment trees act as the first line 

of defense intercepting all forms of precipitation. Due to 

fundamental misunderstanding of ecological principles trees are 

not properly valued or protected, resulting in a direct threat to 

water quality and life throughout Maryland. Nitrogen and 

phosphorous pollution coupled with suspended sediment 

accelerate algae growth: destabilizing aquatic systems, harming 

                                                           
13 Gordon, Nancy D., McMahon, Thomas A., Finlayson, Brian L. Stream Hydrology An Introduction for Ecologists 
John Wiley & Sons, Chichester, 1992. 
14 Dunne, Thomas, Leopold, Luna B. Water in Environmental Planning W.H. Freeman and Company, New York, 
1978. 
15 Chesapeake Bay Program. “Reducing Sediment Pollution” Chesapeake Bay Program Restoration. Chesapeake Bay Program. 

Web. November 11, 2014. 
16 Gordon, Nancy D., McMahon, Thomas A., Finlayson, Brian L. Stream Hydrology An Introduction for Ecologists John Wiley 
& Sons, Chichester, 1992. 
17 Dunne, Thomas, Leopold, Luna B. Water in Environmental Planning W.H. Freeman and Company, New York, 1978. 
18United States Environmental Protection Agency. "The Problem” EPA Nutrient Pollution EPA March 16, 2014. Accessed 
November 11, 2014.  

Stormwater Runoff - Minnehaha 
Branch Fall 2014 
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food, habitats, and oxygen levels; threatening the lives of submerged organisms.19  Algae and bacteria 

release toxins. With elevated growth rates, elevated toxin levels are a threat to human health and life. 

Suspended sediment and the suspended algae serve to block sunlight from penetrating deeper waters 

even coating the leaves of submerged aquatic 

vegetation (SAV) - interfering with the ability of 

plants to photosynthesis, interfering with 

oxygen levels in benthic areas. The end result: 

animals able to move (fish and crabs) leave and 

others (worms, clams, other benthic organisms) 

die.20  These impacts can be mitigated by existing 

and future tress. Every tree makes a substantial 

difference to water quality and overall Bay 

health. Together a group of trees makes an impact 

unmatched by other environmental mitigation 

projects.   

 

The real environmental contributions made by trees can be modeled per tree or even per cluster of 

trees. Using common Maryland tree species, a cluster of canopied trees clearly offers more benefits 

than other tree combinations (Figs. 2 and 3).  

Although all tree benefits are well worth 

encouraging, modeling tree impact on 

stormwater-runoff reveals a particular value 

of trees unmatched by any other 

environmental mitigation effort (Fig.4).  As 

individuals, large trees make a greater 

                                                           
19 United States Environmental Protection Agency. “Chesapeake Bay” EPA Nutrient Policy and Data, June 17, 2014. Accessed 
November 11, 2014. 
20 Maryland Department of Natural Resources. “Tidal Water and Habitat Quality Monitoring” Chesapeake Bay Streams Coastal 
Bay Watersheds. MD DNR Accessed November 11, 2014 

Figure 2: Three Street Types  

 

Canopied – many trees, various sizes, various ages 

Decorative – much less variation, flowering plants and small trees 

Manicured – less variation in tree size, small trees and shrubs  
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Figure 3: Differences Between Typical 
Streetscapes over Time
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Figure 4: Intercepted Runoff by Species and 
Combination of Species
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contribution to reducing stormwater runoff. Older, canopy trees offer runoff reductions unequalled by 

younger or smaller tree 

species.  A 120 year old 

dogwood (Cornus floridia) 

could not decrease runoff to 

the degree of an equally old 

canopy tree (Fig. 5). Efforts 

to protect and encourage 

the preservation of 

healthy, canopy trees will 

make a greater 

contribution to our 

environment than any 

other action currently 

available. 

 

Additionally, trees have a 

high value in real dollars. 

Based on size, species, 

health, structure, and placement a dollar value can be calculated. A healthy Liriodendron tulipifera 

(tulip poplar) at 100 years of age would appraise at around $40,000; a Quercus palustris (pin oak) 

would be closer to $60,000. Each of these examples intercept 13,000 gallons of runoff and remove 

more than 800 pounds of atmospheric carbon per year.  

Misrepresenting Tree Hazard 

 Utility corporations might disagree with protection of trees. Utilities 

should be obligated to maintain trees after making unsubstantiated 

claims that trees impeded utility service.  The Washington Post 

reported: William M. Gausman, senior vice president for strategic 

initiatives for Pepco Holdings representing Pepco, a power company 

serving parts of Maryland, cited trees as the causing the largest number 

of outages. “In official filings in the District, Pepco has told regulators 

that its service area includes the "fourth most dense tree canopy in 

America." And in Maryland, it told regulators that Washington is "the 

fourth highest ranked major metropolitan city in tree cover." It is an 

assertion Pepco executives have made time and again. A Pepco chart 

attributes the information used in the ranking to studies by the U.S. 

Forest Service.”21 

 

 

                                                           
21 Washington Post Washington Post analysis: Why Pepco can't keep the lights on By Joe Stephens and Mary Pat Flaherty 

December 5, 2010;12:38 AM 
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In reviewing such claims major flaws and inaccuracies were revealed:  

1. A 2009 tree study by the University of Vermont, which federal officials described as the most 

comprehensive to date, concluded that Washington's canopy was similar to that of other 

metropolitan areas, and that it was sparser than those in many small cities and suburban 

communities. 

˃ The figures quoted in Pepco's chart do not match those in the most recent Forest 

Service studies.  Pepco's figures draw on studies of the District only and not the 

Maryland suburbs where Pepco has the most outages. 

˃ In cities with a denser tree canopy than the District local electric companies have 

outperformed Pepco in daily reliability. In Pepco's ranking, the major cities listed as 

having the densest tree cover are Charlotte, Atlanta and Portland, Ore. Data from power 

companies in those cities show that they outperform Pepco in frequency and duration of 

day-to-day sustained outages. 

2. The author of the University of Vermont’s report, geospatial analyst Jarlath O'Neil-Dunne, 

questioned linking canopies to power disruptions. "I can't think of a direct correlation," he 

said. "Vermont is 80 percent forested. If trees were the cause of power outages, we 

would have no power here. And we seem to do pretty well." 

˃ Pepco's internal records show that in 2009 the company's workers identified equipment 

failures as the most common cause of outages, accounting for 44 percent.  

˃ A decade ago, Pepco identified its worst 13 feeder lines in the state. Ten of those still 

need to be improved. 

˃ The company blamed trees for just 24 percent of outages, a five-point drop from 2008.  

˃ Pepco did not discuss the ranking with the Forest Service or any other public agency 

and did not try to independently confirm its conclusions.  Gausman said. "It was all 

just done through an Internet search." 

3. In 2009, the D.C. People's Counsel hired independent consultants to examine Pepco, resulting 

in a scathing report. The consultants found obtaining information from Pepco was "extremely 

difficult." Pepco executives delayed, made minimal disclosures and, when they did respond, did 

so "never in a clear or transparent manner”. 

˃ The consultants said they found numerous discrepancies in Pepco's data, indicating 

that something was "seriously awry" and that the company's dismal reliability record 

could actually be understating the extent of problems. 

˃ Forester Mike Galvin of the nonprofit group Casey Trees charged that Pepco has turned 

vegetation into a convenient villain. "It's a lot easier and cheaper to say trees are bad" 

than to upgrade equipment, he said. 

 

Contraindicated Procedures 

Current utility standards allow stable, mature, healthy trees to be removed or pruned. Removal 

ensures total loss of environmental mitigation by those trees. Since utilities are not pruning trees for 

health and safety but convenience the environmental services offered by pruned tree is considerably 

reduced as is the tree’s lifespan. Commonplace are examples of utility pruning using techniques 
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contraindicated for tree stability, health, or longevity.22 Common 

along power line routes, poorly pruned trees have weakened 

resistance to environmental, to disease, and are structurally 

destabilized through 

unacceptable practices.   

 

Isolated trees are at greater risk for toppling due to wind damage. 

Structural destabilization such as removing all branches from 

one side places unusual, unnecessary strain on trees increasing 

the likelihood of failure; failure placing homes, humans, and roadways in more danger than 

sound trees. Care strategies supporting tree structure and healthful function are created, tested, and 

shared through professional arborist organizations such as the International Society of Arboriculture. 

Standards for tree care are accessible, readily available by all utility company and crews; they should 

be the standard for all of the state.  

 

Conclusion 

The ability to prevent arbitrary removal of trees is clearly in the best interest of Maryland residents. 

Citizens deserve legislation promoting protection of an unmatched green-resource, valuable in terms of 

actual dollars and in terms of environmental contribution. Certainly utilities should be granted access 

to their lines but Maryland should have the final say, on behalf of its citizens, over which trees should 

be removed, how they should be removed, and under what circumstances. Removal and pruning to 

enhance safety, value, health, and function is asking very little.   

 

  

                                                           
22 "Why Topping Hurts Trees." Trees Are Good: International Society of Arboriculture. January 1, 2011. Accessed 
March 2, 2015. http://www.treesaregood.com/treecare/resources/WhyToppingHurts.pdf. 

Utility Pruned Tree – 

destabilizing weight increasing 

chances tree will fall in direction 

of homes 

V-Out Cut – Creates 

destabilized structure  

Topping – Universally 

disapproved this technique 

facilitates tree rot  
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Community Meeting Office of the County Executive and Pepco Officers 
ANN M. GALLAGHER, ISA CERTIFIED ARBORIST™ MA-5484A 
June 2, 2015  
 
Thank you for taking the time to listen to community concerns. 
As a university educator (biology and earth science) trained in Marine, Estuarine, and Environmental Science and 
as a certified arborist I am personally unhappy with tree management along utility lines. I have witnessed the 
unnecessary removal of healthy trees and contraindicated pruning techniques leading to real costs and tangible 

burdens to county residents. Property owners and tax payers do and will bear these burdens and costs now and 
for a decades to come. We all know “city trees are viewed as a best management practice to control stormwater, 
an urban-heat–island mitigation measure for cleaner air, a CO2-reduction option to offset emissions, and an 
alternative to costly new electric power plants.”23 Not just in terms of environmental impact24, such as the street 
flooding experienced with nearly every summer storm, but also in more tangible ways.  
Today I am talking about real sums of money; dollars out of our pockets. Losses including: 

 Personal assets – Mature trees in Montgomery County typically appraise for about $40,000 some as high 
as $75,000 depending on placement, species, care, age, health, and size.25 These appraisal values are used 
and recognized as valid in determining loss for federal tax returns when experiencing a disaster.26 In 
Chevy Chase a mature healthy walnut, Juglans 
sp., (40” D.B.H, 80’ H) was removed near 
Brookville and Thornapple. Representing 
more than $7,500 in lumber value before it 
was turned into sawdust and firewood by 
Pepco.27    

 Reduced property values and delayed 
resale - Trees add between 7-20% to a 
property’s value28. Surveys conducted by 
our county’s own National Institute of 
Standards found mature trees add real cash 
value while lawns and flowers do not. For 
homes over $250,000, an enormous 
proportion of county homes, 98% of realtors 
find mature trees improve the salability of 
homes. 

 Economic revenue - Commercial areas with 
trees attract and retain customers who stay longer and spend more. Rental properties with mature trees 
experience reduced turnover.29  

                                                           
23McPherson, Greg, James R. Simpson, Paula J. Peper, Scott E. Maco, and Qingfu Xiao. "Municipal Forest Benefits and Costs in Five US Cities." 
Journal of Forestry. December 1, 2005. Accessed June 2, 2015. 
24 Gallagher, Ann M. "Legislation for the Protection and Preservation of Maryland’s Canopy Trees" Ann's Backyard Forest. March 5, 2015. 
Accessed June 2, 2015. 
25 McPherson, E. Gregory. "A BENEFIT–COST ANALYSIS OF TEN STREET TREE SPECIES IN MODESTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S." Journal of 
Arboriculture. 2003. Accessed June 2, 2015. 
26 US Internal Revenue Service. "FAQs for Disaster Victims - Casualty Loss (Valuations and Sections 165 (i))." IRS Loss Valuations. June 1, 
2007. Accessed June 2, 2015. 
27 Personal communication from the homeowner  
28 Donovan, Geoffrey H., and David T. Butry. "Trees in the City: Valuing Street Trees in Portland, Oregon." Landscape and Urban Planning. 
August 29, 2009. Accessed June 2, 2015. 
29 Arbor Day Foundation. "The Value of Trees to a Community." The Benefits of Trees. Accessed June 2, 2015. 

Healthy, valuable walnut tree 
Chevy Chase, Maryland 
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 Increased dollars required for electricity – Shade trees reduce electricity consumption dramatically “In 
summertime, energy savings are maximized by having dense shade… having dense shade [on about 20% 
of the home] would save a home owner 9.3% in electricity costs during the summer months”.30,31 

 Money spent due to wear and weathering32 of roofs (applies to cars, too) – Roofs degrade more rapidly 
when exposed to UV (ultraviolet radiation), 
heat, rapid changes in temperature, and 
winds33. Under mature tree canopies these 
conditions are significantly mitigated. “The 
fact that even trees of height 2 m placed 40 
m upwind of a 15-m building can affect the 
flow above the roof suggests that they 
should be included when performing 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
simulations for buildings.”34 Additionally 
trees are most useful as a mitigation strategy 
when planted around buildings or to shade 
pavement in parking lots, alongside 
streets.35 

 Higher demand and greater expense due to 

water needs for garden spaces – Trees 
increase soil permeability, reduce surface 
evaporation, and increase amount of 
precipitation entering soils reducing the 
overall demand for water by homeowners.36 

 
Additionally there is an economic burden borne by this county’s citizens for deforestation due to tree removals. 
Burdens such as:  

 Increase damage to asphalt – Here again the absence of trees increases rates of weathering due to UV 
radiation (sun), wind, surface water, temperature, damages surfaces causing increased degradation to 
road surfaces conditions mitigated by tree coverage.37  

 A cumulative effect on the property tax base – Given an average loss of 9.3% in the value of a residence 
within approximately 2-3 properties of a removed tree, it does not take great math skills to imagine the 
implications to our communal property tax revenue. 

 Increased ambient temperatures even at night - Exposed parking lots and roadways absorb heat during 
the daytime retaining heat for release during the overnight hours; increasing ambient air temperatures. 

                                                           
30 Pandit, Ram, and David N. Laband. "Energy Savings from Tree Shade." Ecological Economics. February 22, 2010. Accessed June 2, 2015. 
31 Laband, David N., and John P. Sophocleus. "An Experimental Analysis of the Impact of Tree Shade on Electricity Consumption." 
Arboriculture & Urban Forestry. July 1, 2009. Accessed June 2, 2015. 
32 Refers to the weathering (geologic) - the various mechanical and chemical processes that cause materials to decompose 
33 Specifically roof oils are dried, weathered, broken down by the sun and heat. 
34 Mohamed, Mohamed Arif, and David H. Wood. "Computational Study of the Effect of Trees on Wind Flow over a Building." Wind, Water, 
Solar. 2015. Accessed June 2, 2015.  
35 Wong, Eva. "Reducing Urban Heat Islands: Compendium of Strategies." EPA National Service Center for Environmental Publications 
(NSCEP). 2006. Accessed June 2, 2015. 
36 MD DNR FS. "Trees Conserve Water and Reduce Soil Erosion." Trees Conserve Water and Reduce Soil Erosion. Accessed June 2, 2015. 
37 US EPA. "Urban Heat Island Mitigation." Heat Island Effect. August 29, 2013. Accessed June 2, 2015. 

Solar damage increased electric use clear after two 
health trees removed in Bethesda, Maryland 
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Surfaces with documented summertime temperatures of 150°F also heat stormwater runoff raising stream 
waters to temperatures detrimental to life.38 

 
What appear, to me, as a trained arborist as the inconsistent, whimsical application of care standards in violation 
of best management practices lead to a host of problems for our county. Standards for tree care, pruning, and 
even removal have been created and vetted by a team of 32 professionals representing a range of stakeholders; 
governmental agencies, educational non-profits, and tree care companies. Under the umbrella of the trade 
association Tree Care Industry Association (TCIA)39 standards of care are reviewed regularly resulting in the 
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards for pruning of trees near utility lines. This document is 
the cornerstone for all best management practices including those practices espoused by the educational 
nonprofit, International Society of Arboriculture (ISA), the very skill-certification organization qualifying 
arborists as ISA Utility Specialist©.40 These standards are evaluated for efficacy in a number of settings (urban, 
forested, street-side, park land) by professionals engaged in upkeep and maintenance of public spaces and 
infrastructure. A recent evaluation of utility standards, conducted by the Maryland Department of Natural 
Resources41 concluded “Directional pruning of mature trees under utility lines in a manner that correlates to 
ANSI standards has been found cost effective and increases electric reliability.” 

                                                           
38 Wong, Eva. "Reducing Urban Heat Islands: Compendium of Strategies." EPA National Service Center for Environmental Publications 
(NSCEP). 2006. Accessed June 2, 2015. 
39 More information can be found online at http://tcia.org/about-us. 
40 More information can be found online at: http://www.isa-arbor.com/certification/index.aspx 
41 Galvin, M.F. "Trees and Their Impact on Electric Reliability during and following Tropical Storm Isabel." Maryland Department of Natural 
Resources. 2005. Accessed June 2, 2015. 

V-Out Cut – creates destabilized structure  

Topping – universally disapproved 

facilitates tree rot  

Utility Pruned Tree – destabilizing weight 
increasing chances tree will fall in direction 
of homes 
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Yet it does not appear these standards are met in our 
residential communities. Commonly found are healthy trees 
cut or removed42, inappropriately. Rather than the best 
management practices of crown raising, crown reducing, or 

crown thinning county trees are hacked at or worse 
removed. Removal ensures total loss of 
environmental mitigation by those trees. And poor 

pruning techniques contraindicated for tree stability, health, or longevity 
increase risk.43 Common along power line routes, poorly pruned trees 
have weakened resistance and are structurally destabilized.  Structural 
destabilization such as removing all branches from one side places 
unusual, unnecessary strain on trees increasing the likelihood of failure; 
failure placing homes, humans, and roadways in more danger than sound 
trees properly maintained. While removal isolates remaining trees, placing 
them at greater risk for toppling due to wind damage.44  

Appropriate, effective tree care strategies designed to support tree 
structure and healthful function exist. Standards are accessible, readily 
available to all utility companies. Their implementation should be 
demanded by Montgomery County. Misunderstanding over relatively 
simple procedures have led Pepco representatives to claim 
implementation of ANSI standards as outlined by ISA will dictate the 
removal of even more trees in Montgomery County. However such claims 
are not in keeping with either standards or with county need.  
Specifically: 

1. ANSI standards do not call for tree removal should 25% of the tree canopy be removed (p. 6 see 6.1.4)45. 

                                                           
42 Gallagher, Ann Report: Sycamore tree, Platanus occidentalis, on Pepco Property 2014. 
43 "Why Topping Hurts Trees." Trees Are Good: International Society of Arboriculture. January 1, 2011. Accessed March 2, 2015. 
http://www.treesaregood.com/treecare/resources/WhyToppingHurts.pdf. 
44 Chaney, William R. "How Wind Affects Trees." Indiana Woodland Stewards. March 1, 2001. Accessed June 2, 2015. 
45 American National Standards Institute (ANSI) A300 (Part 1) Tree, Shrub, and Other Woody Plant Standard Management Practices (Pruning) 
2008. 

Removal of healthy Sycamore with simultaneous 
removal of 50% of adjacent trees 

Another example of 50% crown reduction 

Post-pruning branches lean toward 
residential properties 
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2. Removal in excess of 25% is applied to mature trees not young trees (p. 6 see 6.2).46 
3. Trees overtop of local power lines (as opposed to high-voltage electric transmission lines) are not 

contraindicated (p. 11).47 
4. “Local policies may give consideration to property owner preference. Under some circumstances relocation 

of young tall-growing trees may be a practical alternative to removal.”(p.17) 
I find myself in agreement with other arborists concluding Pepco applies an overzealous approach to removal of 
trees. As ISA Utility Specialist® Cindy Devlin Musick stated “…it is our opinion that many of the trees could 
remain” and “the majority of the trees are healthy, vigorous and verdant”.48 
 
Unfortunately Pepco has cultivated a reputation as less than helpful. When William M. Gausman, senior vice 
president for strategic initiatives for Pepco Holdings cited trees as the causing the largest number of outages49 but 
internal documents identified equipment failures as 

the most common cause of outages, Pepco statements 
became suspect to residents. Experts such as University 

of Vermont analyst Jarlath O'Neil-Dunne stated "I can't think of a direct correlation [between number of trees 
and service interruptions]," he said. "Vermont is 80 percent forested. If trees were the cause of power outages, we 
would have no power here. And we seem to do pretty well."  Professional, independent consultants hired by D.C. 
People's Counsel found obtaining information from Pepco was "extremely difficult." The consultants claimed: 
Pepco executives delayed, made minimal disclosures and, when they did respond, did so "never in a clear or 
transparent manner”. Finding numerous discrepancies in Pepco's data, indicating that something was "seriously 
awry" and that the company's dismal reliability record could actually be understating the extent of problems. 
In the same article forester Mike Galvin with Casey Trees stated that Pepco has found a convenient villain, "It's a 
lot easier and cheaper to say trees are bad" than to upgrade equipment.  

 
While this meeting is a small welcome step much more needs doing. For our county, for our pocketbooks, for our 
citizens, for the Chesapeake Bay verbal reassurance alone is inadequate; vigilant oversight favoring county 
residents is a minimum next step. 

                                                           
46 American National Standards Institute (ANSI) A300 (Part 1) Tree, Shrub, and Other Woody Plant Standard Management Practices (Pruning) 
2008. 
47 Kempter, Geoffrey P., International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) Best Management Practices Utility Pruning of Trees 2004 
48 Musick, Cindy Devlin, Arboriculture Assessment of Landscape Trees for Cobble Creek Circle and Fallsreach Potomac, Maryland 2014 
49 Washington Post Washington Post analysis: Why Pepco can't keep the lights on By Joe Stephens and Mary Pat Flaherty December 5, 2010;12:38 
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Removal of privately owned trees 

Several healthy trees 
being removed 


